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21/02/1960

Nationality: Greek

employment history

1996 - present day
FORUM | holiday services 
·zakynthos
·incoming agent for :

cedok a.s (cz)
alex (cz)
argo holidays (uk)
solo's holidays (uk)
belair (nl)
melissa Travel Services (cz)
fibula (fyrom)
rhomberg Reisen (at)

·kefalonia *
incoming agent for :-

argo holidays (uk)
solo's holidays (uk)
rhomberg Reisen (at)

·lefkas *
incoming agent for :-

solo's holidays (uk)

·skiathos *
incoming agent for :-

solo's holidays (uk)

·kos *
incoming agent for :-

solo's holidays (uk)

·crete *
incoming agent for :-

solo's holidays (uk)

·santorini *
·incoming agent for :

solo's holidays (uk)

* in co-operation with carefully selected partners.

purchasing consultant
for nowa itaka in Greece since 2014.
for argo holidays in greece between 1996 - 2008.
for solo’s holidays in greece since 1998.
for thomson holidays in greece during 1998 and 1999.
for virgin holidays in greece during 2000 and 2001
for interargo travel in greece during 2001



management & contracts consultant
for George Molfetas in kefalonia island since 2013
for "the bay hotel & suites" in zakynthos island 2000 - 2010
www.thebay.gr
for "varos village hotel" in lemnos island 2009 - 2012
www.varosvillage.com
for "elies residence villa" in lefkas island since 2009
www.eliesresidence.gr
for "hotel alexandra beach" in zakinthos island since 2000
www.alexandrabeachhotel.com

 

 

 

 

1993-1995 
·overseas director for inspirations holidays (uk) - (now part of
thomas cook)
·overall responsibility for company’s purchasing requirements
world-wide.
·overall responsibility for recruitment and training of overseas staff.
·overall operational responsibility for overseas department.
greece, turkey, cyprus, spain, india, kenya, morocco and tunisia

1990-1992 
·general contracts manager for owners abroad holidays(uk) - (later
first choice holidays, now tui group)
·overall purchasing responsibility for group’s requirements in
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greece, turkey and malta. supervising a team of five purchasing
managers.

1988-1990
·national service in greece (communications)

1988 
·regional contracts manager for redwing holidays (uk)
(redwing holidays was formed after the merge of sunmed  holidays
and british airways holidays) 
·purchasing responsibility for greece

1984-1987
·overseas manager for sunmed holidays (uk) - (eventually became
a brand of first choice holidays) based in zakynthos with staff and
purchasing responsibility for zakynthos, kefalonia, lefkas and
parga.
·supervision and overall charge of the local handling agent in
zakynthos.

 

1979-1983
·studied political and economic sciences at athens university.
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